
K-1-2  
Earth & Space Science 

Below are the large areas of learning (standards) and the related skills and knowledge (learning 
targets) to be proficient in each area.  These are the targets that will be tracked and reported to 
learners and parents throughout the school year.  The standards will be reported on through the 2x 
yearly report cards.  Together learner and teacher will engage in a variety of readings, discussions, 
writings and performances which will include making Engineering & Technology Connections to 
develop understandings and skills in each of the targets. Specific questions about the standards & 
targets should be directed to the classroom teacher. 
 

Standard (IC Task) Earth & Space Science 
 

ESS1: Earth’s Place in the Universe 

Learning Targets 
1-ESS1-1 

Use observations of the sun, moon and stars to describe patterns that can be 
predicted. (Use observations to describe patterns) 

Learning Targets 
1-ESS1-2 

Make observations at different times of the year to relate the amount of 
daylight to the time of year. (Make observations about daylight) 

Learning Targets 
2-ESS1-1 

Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events 
can occur quickly or slowly. (Use information about Earth events) 

 

ESS2: Earth’s Systems 

Learning Targets 
K-ESS2-1 

Use and share observations of local weather conditions to describe patterns 
over time. (Use observations to describe weather patterns) 

Learning Targets 
K-ESS2-2 

Construct an argument supported by evidence for how plants and animals 
(including humans) can change the environment to meet their needs. 
(Construct an argument how living things adapt) 

Learning Targets 
2-ESS2-1 

Compare multiple solutions designed to slow or prevent wind or water from 
changing the shape of the land. (Compare how wind/water change the land) 

Learning Targets 
2-ESS2-2 

Develop a model to represent the shapes and kinds of land and bodies of 
water in an area. (Develop a model to show land/water) 

Learning Targets 
2-ESS2-3 

Obtain information to identify where water is found on Earth and that it can be 
solid or liquid. (Obtain information about water on Earth) 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/1-ESS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/1-ESS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/1-ESS1-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/1-ESS1-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS2-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS2-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS2-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS2-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/2-ESS2-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf


ESS3: Earth and Human Activity 

Learning Targets 
K-ESS3-1 

Use a model to represent the relationship between the needs of different 
plants or animals (including animals) and the places they live. (Use a model 
to explain plant/animal behaviors) 

Learning Targets 
K-ESS3-2 

Ask questions to obtain information about the purpose of weather forecasting 
to prepare for, and respond to, severe weather.(Ask questions regarding 
weather) 

Learning Targets 
K-ESS3-3 

Communicate solutions that will reduce the impact of humans on the land, 
water, air, and/or other living things in the local environment.(Communicate 
solutions about environmental issues) 

 

K-2 ETS1 Engineering Design 

Learning Targets 
K-2 ETS1-1 

Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a 
situation people want to change to define a simple problem that can 
be solved through the development of a new or improved object or 
tool. (Develop & define a simple problem to solve) 

Learning Targets 
K-2 ETS1-2 

Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how 
the shape of an object helps it function as needed to solve a given 
problem. (Develop sketch, drawing or model to illustrate) 

Learning Targets 
K-2 ETS1-3 

Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same 
problem to compare the strengths and weaknesses of how each 
performs. (Analyze, compare & contrast data) 

 

http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-ESS3-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-1%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/K-2-ETS1-3%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf

